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Book DescriptionThis book explains Object Oriented Programming Properties with easy to
understand examples and simple language.Level: Beginner to IntermediateAre you looking for
learning object oriented programming properties with simple language and easy to understand
examples?Have you just started to learn Object Oriented Programming in C# or you have some
experience with it and want to learn some basic properties of object oriented programming?Are
you a beginner programmer or intermediate level programmer who wants to gain strong hold on
object oriented programming with C# language by being expertise with OOPs properties?Is your
concept of Object Oriented Programming Properties is not yet clear?Then this is the perfect
guide for you.What you will learn in this book?1. What is OOP?2. Classes and Objects3.
Inheritance4. Polymorphism5. Abstract Classes6. Interface7. Aggregation, Composition &
EncapsulationPlease note that this book is NOT the complete guide on Object Oriented
Programming. The focus of this book is to explain the basic properties of Object Oriented
Programming with C# language. So that programmers can have strong base for more complex
OOP programming.This is a short book which will help you to understand the Object Oriented
Programming Properties in C# very quickly.Download you copy today by clicking 'Buy now'
button at the top of this page!Tags:C#, C# language, C# book, C# tutorial, learning C#, C#
beginner guide, C# coding, C# examples, visual studio, .NET
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IntroductionObject-oriented programming has been a buzz words for many years among
software developers especially those who are working with Microsoft .Net technology or with
Java. Most of the experienced programmer’s use object-oriented coding in their software
applications. When any new developer developing software application whether it is windows
forms in c# or web application in asp.net web forms or asp.net MVC, its essential to know the
basics of object-oriented programming properties so that he or she can develop good



applications. Considering that you are new to software development or have some experience in
it and you want to become more familiar with the object oriented concept and improve your skill,
this book will explain essential properties of object-oriented programming and how to implement
them in .Net using C# code.Object oriented programming is sometimes termed as OOP. This
mini book also refers this term at some places. All the theory and demo examples in this mini
book are related to C#. If you are a VB.Net developer or currently working with it then it may take
some time to find alternative syntax but the concept remains the same.What is Object Oriented
Programming?In its simple definition Object oriented programming (OOP) is the technique to
develop the software applications. There is a word ‘object’ in its name. The coding of OOP is
around object or objects. These objects are real world objects like person, company, supplier,
country, address etc. Each object has its own identity, own attributes and own behavior. For
example Person object has name as its identity. It has attributes like height, weight, age, date of
birth etc. While developing object oriented programming we should consider everything as an
object. .Net framework is itself built on with object oriented programming. Before going in the
discussion about various properties of object oriented programming, let’s first understand core
terms of object oriented programming development that are classes and objects in the next
chapter.Chapter 2: Classes and ObjectsIn this chapter, we will discuss the classes and objects
in depth. Let’s continue with our previous object example that is Person. A person has behavior
along with identity and attributes. Behavior means any action that can be done by Person. This
behavior is considered as methods or functions in object-oriented programming. Don’t be
confused by the words methods and functions. They both are same with a slight difference that
methods return nothing and functions return something.The object also has events. Events are
nothing but some reaction raise for any specific action. A person is an object and there can be
more than one person each with different attributes and behaviors. So how can they differ from
each other? To understand this let’s first clear the concept of class. The class is the definition of
an object. It is also considered as a template for the object. If we created Person class, then it
can have properties like name, date of birth, age etc. It can have functions like work, sleep etc.
Creating a class means creating a definition of the class. Once we have created definition of
Person class, we can create objects of Person class. We can create any number of objects of
Person class. An object creation from a class is termed as creating an instance of
class.Remember that object is always instantiated from the class. Each object has its own
identity. Let’s understand about the identity. Suppose we create two objects from Person class,
one name is John and others name is Kate. Then we know that they both have their own identity,
own attributes and own behaviors. This means that two objects can’t have the same identity.Let’s
consider another example. If there are three balls with different sizes and colors then we can
create class definition named Ball. Then we define properties of Ball class as Size and Color.
Once we finished definition of Ball class, we can create one object of Ball class with small size
and white color for table tennis and another object of Ball class with medium size and green
color for cricket and another object of Ball class with big size and red color for a football



play.Let’s see the syntax of the class definition and create some example classes.Syntax of
class definition: <access modifier> class <class name> { // constructor <access
modifier> <class name>() { // optional statements here } // attributes here //
properties here }We must use ‘class’ keyword to create the definition of class. Each class
must have the access modifier. Types of access modifiers in c sharp are public, private,
protected, internal and protected internal. It defines the accessibility of the class members within
the scope of the application context. Each has different accessibility levels.The class name
should inform that which type of object we can create from class. For ex: Person, Supplier, City
etc. It’s not compulsory. The compiler will easily compile a class having name ‘A’ or ‘B’. But it is a
good practice to give a class a meaningful name. namespace MyApp.Entities { class
Person { // definition code here } } namespace CustomerModel.Entities {
 class Person         {           // definition code here         }     } 
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around object or objects. These objects are real world objects like person, company, supplier,
country, address etc. Each object has its own identity, own attributes and own behavior. For
example Person object has name as its identity. It has attributes like height, weight, age, date of
birth etc. While developing object oriented programming we should consider everything as an
object. .Net framework is itself built on with object oriented programming. Before going in the
discussion about various properties of object oriented programming, let’s first understand core
terms of object oriented programming development that are classes and objects in the next
chapter.Chapter 2: Classes and ObjectsIn this chapter, we will discuss the classes and objects
in depth. Let’s continue with our previous object example that is Person. A person has behavior
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an object. It is also considered as a template for the object. If we created Person class, then it



can have properties like name, date of birth, age etc. It can have functions like work, sleep etc.
Creating a class means creating a definition of the class. Once we have created definition of
Person class, we can create objects of Person class. We can create any number of objects of
Person class. An object creation from a class is termed as creating an instance of
class.Remember that object is always instantiated from the class. Each object has its own
identity. Let’s understand about the identity. Suppose we create two objects from Person class,
one name is John and others name is Kate. Then we know that they both have their own identity,
own attributes and own behaviors. This means that two objects can’t have the same identity.Let’s
consider another example. If there are three balls with different sizes and colors then we can
create class definition named Ball. Then we define properties of Ball class as Size and Color.
Once we finished definition of Ball class, we can create one object of Ball class with small size
and white color for table tennis and another object of Ball class with medium size and green
color for cricket and another object of Ball class with big size and red color for a football
play.Let’s see the syntax of the class definition and create some example classes.Syntax of
class definition: <access modifier> class <class name> { // constructor <access
modifier> <class name>() { // optional statements here } // attributes here //
properties here }We must use ‘class’ keyword to create the definition of class. Each class
must have the access modifier. Types of access modifiers in c sharp are public, private,
protected, internal and protected internal. It defines the accessibility of the class members within
the scope of the application context. Each has different accessibility levels.The class name
should inform that which type of object we can create from class. For ex: Person, Supplier, City
etc. It’s not compulsory. The compiler will easily compile a class having name ‘A’ or ‘B’. But it is a
good practice to give a class a meaningful name. namespace MyApp.Entities { class
Person { // definition code here } } namespace CustomerModel.Entities {
class Person { // definition code here } } Both above Person class are defined
within different namespaces. This is valid in .Net. Remember that we can access any of Person
class only by qualifying the class with a namespace.For
ex:MyApp.Entities.PersonCustomerModel.Entities.PersonConstructor:Let’s move to the next
important part of class definition i. e. constructor. Each class must have at least one constructor
with an empty parameter list. This is known as default constructor. public class Person {
// default constructor with empty parameter list public Person() { // optional code
here } } Note that the class name and constructor name are always same and it has no
return type. It can have public or private access modifier. Constructor body statements are
optional.There are two types of constructor default constructor (parameter less constructor) and
parameterized constructor. public class Person { Private string _name; // default
constructor public Person() { // optional statements } // parameterized
constructor public Person(string name) { _name = name; } } Class can have
any number of parameterized constructors with different signatures. But remember it must have
one default constructor. The constructor of the class is called whenever the object of that class is



created or instanciated.Properties of class:Properties of a class are the attributes of the object. If
person object has attributes like name, age, date of birth then it can be declared as follows.
Public class Person { // private fields private int _id; private string _name;
private string _age; private datetime _dateOfBirth; // constructor public Person(){}
// properties public int Id { get { return _id; } set {
_id = value; } } public string Name { get { return _name;
} set { _name = value; } } public string DateOfBirth {
get { return _dateOfBirth; } set { _dateOfBirth = value;
} } } In above definition of Person class four private fields are defined as _id, _name, _age
and _dateOfBirth. It has four properties Id, Name, Age and DateOfBirth. Each property has get{}
and set{}. They are termed as getter and setter. The get{} return the value of the property and
set{} sets the value of the property. Fields are used to store and retrieve data value of the
properties. Note in setter special variable ‘value’ is used that denotes the value set by the client.
Here client refers to any piece of code that uses this class. Note that private field names start
with an underscore ( _ ) and property names are start with capital letter and the class name is
also start with capital letter. This is just the convention and is a good coding standard.Since now
we have defined Person class, we can create an object from it. Note that there is an extra
property Id in the class definition. It is for an identity of the object and should be unique, means
each object should have different Id.Let’s create an object from person class definition. // object
instantiation Person john = new Person(); // assignment of value to the properties john.Id
= 1001; john.Name = “John”; john.Age = 25; john.dateOfBirth = “25 June 1990”; //
create another object Person kate = new Person(); // assignment of value to the properties
kate.Id = 1002; kate.Name = “Kate”; kate.Age = 24; kate.dateOfBirth = “05 Sep
1991”; In above code, two person objects are created with Id 1001 and 1002 and name ‘John’
and ‘Kate’ respectively. Both have different identity and attributes. But the class definition is only
one.We should use ‘new’ keyword to instantiate the object.In above code, fields have private
access modifiers and properties have public access modifiers. So only properties are accessed
by client code and fields are not accessible. Fields are only accessible within the class
definition.Complete code below with step by step instructionsStep 1: Open visual studio. Create
a new console application by clicking menu item File -> New -> Project.Step 2: ‘New Project’
dialog box will open. Select Windows template under Visual C# form left hand side section. Then
select Windows Forms Application template. Select the location by clicking the ‘Browse’ button
where you want to store this project. Name the project as ‘ClassDemo’. Leave the checkbox
‘Create directory for solution’ checked. Click on ‘Ok’ button. This will create a new console
application project named ‘ClassDemo’.Step 3: In solution explorer window, right click on project
‘ClassDemo’. Click ‘Add -> Class’ menu item.Step 4: In ‘Add New Item’ dialog box change the
name of the class to ‘Person.cs’ and click on ‘Add’ button. This will create the class ‘Person’ and
open it in the editor.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice Treatment of Object Oriented Programming. This is a nice little book
about the object model, inheritance, abstract classes, and other object oriented concepts as
implemented in C#, but it is not an introductory programming text.”

Erick Gomez, “A very good book that explains in summary the oop. A clear and simple way to
explain in summary the concepts of object oriented programming, with easy to follow an
understand examples”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good basis for c#. Exactly what I needed, good book to explain some of
the basics of OOP and gave me a solid foundation to build on”
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